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THE WORLD’S
MOST ADVANCED MASSAGE
AND RELEASE TOOLS
Relief in motion which means tightness, tension and
reduced movement don’t stand a chance against what we
bring to the party. There really is something for everyone,
so come and get it. We promise you’ll be glad you did.
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RAD ROLLERS

THE EVERYWHERE MASSAGE TOOL
Available in Original, Soft and Stiff

RAD ROD

STRAIGHT-UP PRESSURE & CONTROL
The steel core puts other sticks to shame

RAD HELIX

THE ONLY ROLLER INSPIRED BY DNA
This thing lives for the lower back

RAD ROUNDS

TARGETED RELEASE FOR TIGHT SPACES
A double dose of high-density precision

RAD ATOM

360° AIM IN ACTION
Killer control and all over access

RAD BLOCK

ELEVATED LEVERAGE & STORAGE IN ONE
Taking trigger point release to a whole new level

RAD KITS

STOCKPILE AND SAVE
Shop cash-saving collections of RAD’s finest

RAD CENTRE

MOBILIZATION FROM WITHIN
Truly visceral release

RAD EDUCATION

CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE
Self-Myofascial Release (SMR) Training
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ORIGINAL
RAD ROLLER
THE EVERYWHERE
MASSAGE TOOL
We’re just going to give it to you straight: the patentpending RAD Roller is the most functional massage and
release tool ever designed. It works everywhere on you
(precise enough to target almost every muscle in your
body) and everywhere you go (it’s crazy compact and
perfectly portable). Plus, this thing is super
easy to use. Now there’s no need for
a second set of hands to get that
rejuvenating back or body
massage you’re aching for.
The RAD Roller is our
cornerstone product, and
with just one use, you’ll see
why it has inspired a full-on
RADvolution of body and
back massage tools. Get your
RAD Roller in Original, Stiff
or Soft, or spoil yourself
with a great deal and snag
all three.
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RAD ROD
STRAIGHT-UP PRESSURE
AND CONTROL
The RAD Rod is fully loaded with a steel core
and soft outer shell that stick it to tension
like nobody’s business. The slender design
minimizes surface area so you can fine-tune
your pressure without pain—even on bony
areas like the shins. That means tight muscles
and built-up toxins better watch their backs
because this rod rocks concentrated release
and maximum relief the way only RAD can.

A HEART OF STEEL
On-demand release is the name of the game
for the RAD Rod. It’s stainless steel core offers
no-nonsense control at every level of intensity
you could ask for. Use after use, the RAD
Rod reigns supreme over flimsy, flexible stick
alternatives because it doesn’t bend, break or
give in when you give it your all.
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RAD HELIX
THE ONLY ROLLER
INSPIRED BY DNA
The RAD Helix has low back
extension and three-dimensional
muscular release down to a science.
No joke, this baby puts traditional
foam rollers to shame. The arched
design replicates a double helix, the
building blocks of the body. And for
good reason too. This anatomical
shape is almost human, relentlessly
unlocking stiffness on two planes
and flushing out toxins to promote
healthy, open posture.

RAD HELIX

RAD ROLLER

Flushing tool for daily
toxin release

Point release for
long-term postural
correction

Larger to cover more
surface area

Smaller to dig into
specific insertion
points

Taller for extra
extension across
entire low back

Concentrated size for
release directly along
spine

Softer and “tamer”

Harder and more
intense
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RAD ROUNDS
TARGETED RELEASE FOR
TIGHT SPACES
RAD Rounds serve up two times the relief with firm density
that busts up tension in sensitive spots like the neck, feet and
hands. These balls are specifically designed for the body,
not sports, which is lot more than a tennis ball or “whatever’s
around the house” can claim. So when you want something
that’s built for the job, choose from our two pressure-seeking
sizes that comfortably fit where other tools can’t.

LARGE GREEN ROUND
The large round offers next-level precision beyond the RAD Roller by taking
things down to a single sphere. It’s smaller and a bit softer than our Original RAD
Roller and works like a charm on hamstrings, hips and calves (sit on it), neck and
shoulders (lay on it) and flushing the muscles in the feet (roll on it).

SMALL BLUE ROUND
The small round is like a little blue bullet of concentrated release. Its tougher
density takes no prisoners as it releases tight (and tiny) muscles throughout the
hands, feet and face. Runners and high-heel wearers will love this little guy to
point release aching feet.

MICRO ROUND
This marble-sized roller might look small, but
it packs the power to gently unlock the
smallest of muscles. Warm up with
the larger Rounds, then go deep
and precise with this tiny titan.
Best used on the hands, feet
and facial muscles.
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RAD ATOM
360° AIM IN ACTION
The RAD Atom serves up killer control and all-over access
with its versatile size and just-right firmness. Perfect
for unshackling shoulders, glutes and adductors, this
masterpiece of bodywork innovation works two ways: use it
for your usual rolling, or up the ante by inserting one end of
the RAD Rod into the center hole to create a self-directed,
crowbar- style shearing tool that pulls muscles open on your
precise command.

THE CROWBAR
Insert one end of the RAD Rod into the center hole of the
RAD Atom to transform this baller compression ball into
a monster of cross-friction release. It basically becomes a
crowbar capable of prying muscles free from restrictions.
More pressure, less pressure, one direction, the other
direction…it’s all up to you and it’s at your fingertips.
FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW
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RAD BLOCK
HAVE BLOCK, WILL TRAVEL
Think the RAD Block is just a one-trick pony? Think again.
This thing also doubles as a compact carrier for your
favorite RAD tools. Just turn the Block to its side to find
the convenient storage holes where you can safely stow
your RAD Roller and RAD Rounds so you can take your
whole set wherever you go.

THE RAD BLOCK DOES IT ALL
1

It elevates your game by raising the height of your RAD
Roller and RAD Rounds for better leverage in hard-toreach places.

2

It stabilizes your tools so you can isolate
pressure with no rolling.

3

It has handy storage slots for
easy, full-kit travel.
Designed for
use with the
RAD Roller
and/or RAD
Rounds.

RAD KITS
RAD ALL-IN KIT
Can’t decide which RAD massage,
point release or muscle-flushing tool
to get? We’ll make it easy for you. Snag all five at once
and we’ll hook you up with this exclusive discounted price.
INCLUDES RAD ROLLER (1), RAD ROUNDS (2), RAD ROD
(3), RAD HELIX (4), AND RAD BLOCK (5).

RAD POINT RELEASE KIT
The RAD Block creates point
release at its best. This innovative,
complementary tool (1) elevates
your game by raising the height of your RAD Roller
and RAD Rounds for better leverage in hard-to-reach
places, (2) stabilizes your tools so you can isolate pressure
with no rolling, and (3) it has handy storage slots for easy,
full-kit travel.
INCLUDES RAD BLOCK (5), RAD ROLLER (1) & RAD
ROUNDS (2).
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RAD MUSCLE FLUSHING KIT
Liberate your soft tissues of built-up waste and
toxins with the two tools designed to do it
best: the RAD Helix and the RAD Rod. Perfect
for use on their own or together (create a
rolling-pin-style tool by putting the Rod through
the center hole of the Helix), these guys go hand-in-hand
to create off-the-charts relief. And now you can save some
cash when you buy them both. You’re welcome.
KIT INCLUDES RAD HELIX (4) AND RAD ROD (3).
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RAD CENTRE
MOBILIZATION FROM WITHIN
The RAD Centre is geared up to give you the gut check
you’ve been begging for. The only ball designed for
visceral release (aka breaking up tension in your insides),
this inflatable tool gently mobilizes your organs through the
abdominal wall—and it doesn’t stop there. Thanks to its soft
touch, it can painlessly scan over your entire body to detect
tender tight spots and flush out sore muscles without a
single wince. So righteously rad.

FRONT VIEW

BACK VIEW

BODY
BENEFITS
The entire line of RAD mobility products is designed by
experts to closely replicate the touch of a trained massage
therapist. Our tools provide controlled, acute point
release, move waste materials out of your soft tissue and
encourage proper spinal alignment. Our tools:
• Release restrictions

• Promote relaxation

• Flush out built-up toxins

• Create a healing response

• May relieve muscular pain

• Relieve trigger points

• Benefit blood & lymph flow

• Help mobilize joints

POINT RELEASE

MUSCLE FLUSHING

RAD Roller

X
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RAD Rod

X
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RAD Helix

X

RAD Centre

X

RAD Rounds

X

RAD Centre

X

RAD Atom

X

RAD Block

X*

*when combined with Roller or Rounds
Use at your own risk. RAD Products are not meant to treat, cure, or prevent any
disease or condition. Talk to your doctor before using RAD Products.
Please use responsibly.

RAD
EDUCATION
CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE
RAD Education is a Self-Myofascial Release (SMR) training
curriculum for health and wellness professionals with a
hands-on approach to theory. Whether you’re looking for
a customized workshop for you studio or a professional
certification - we’ve got you covered. We will equip you
with all the tools you need to asses, and address, the
mobility restrictions of your clients, as well as set you up
for a success as a RAD Instructor.

RAD WORKSHOPS:
Completely tailored to
your needs, audience and
time constraints.

RAD PROFESSIONAL
CERTIFICATIONS:
Currently offered in 3
focus areas of Mobility,
Yoga and Golf.

ENROLL TODAY AT RADROLLER.COM
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